Alternative Setup

Experienced players can replace Setup Boxes 4 and 5, listed on page 2 of the rules, with the following:

4 Forts

Starting with the British Regulars and then the French Regulars, each side places 3 Fort Markers on any Fort Symbol Areas where they have Units.

Only 1 Fort Marker per Area.

Designer’s Note: For players new to the game, we suggest the French place a Fort Marker on Louisbourg and the English place a Fort Marker on Ft. William Henry.

5 Muster Markers

Starting with the British Colonials and then the French Canadiens, each side places 2 Muster Markers on any Town Areas where they have Units. The Muster Markers are placed with the ‘2 cube side’ face up.

Only 1 Muster Marker per Area.